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The field of behavioral economics (BE) has been defined by the study of anomalies in choice,
that is, choices that do not obey what is called rational choice theory or expected utility the-
ory. Expected utility theory holds that an intelligent and well-informed agent (‘economic
man’) will make choices that maximize his expected utility, which by implication means
avoiding choice patterns that would make him (her hereafter) vulnerable in competitive
markets—for instance, to be money pumped, or make intransitive choices or choices that
could be reversed by reframing. Research in two disparate schools has found that people
commit a number of apparent violations of the maximizing principle. These traditions have
formed the two legs on which BE stands: behavioral and cognitive.

During the 1970s and 1980s, both schools found anomalies in expected utility theory
that called for new approaches. The behavioral school revealed anomalies in choice as
a function of intertemporal differences in motivation, thus creating the topics of
dynamic inconsistency and hyperbolic and quasihyperbolic delay discounting. The
cognitive school revealed anomalies in choice as a function of cognitive framing, which
are summarized in prospect theory. These anomalies have remained the cardinal
phenomena of BE. Critics have called the resulting literature ‘a ragbag’, but I argue
that the 12 best-known framing effects have coherent motivational roots. Most anoma-
lies that persist after reflection can be understood as strategies in intertemporal
bargaining, for maximizing hyperbolically discounted utility (or reward). Published 2015.
This article is a U.S. Government work and is in the public domain in the USA
THE MOTIVATIONAL LEG

The term ‘behavioral economics’ (BE) was coined by
John Kagel and Robin Winkler to refer to the applica-
tion of Skinnerian behavioral analysis to economic
choices (1972). (A separate simultaneous coinage to
name a sociological approach fell into disuse, and
ce to: University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South
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the Journal of Behavioral Economics became the
Journal of Socio-Economics in 1990.) BE initially in-
volved the verification of classical economic patterns
by lab experiment—studying mental patients in token
economies and, more radically, using pigeons’ choices
to replicate familiar economic phenomena (Kagel
et al., 1975). Pigeons would peck one of two keys to
obtain intermittent deliveries of grain in an opening
between the keys. Their preferences demonstrated
phenomena such as cost sensitivity and consumption
pattern as a function of budget set.
and is in the public domain in the USA
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Parametric behavioral experimentation did not just
replicate the patterns described by economics; it tested
them. The first contradictory finding arose from the
study of delayed reward. When the two keys each gave
a pigeon grain for the first peck after an unpredictable
interval, the birds would peck in inverse proportion to
the average of the intervals on the two keys (‘concurrent
variable interval schedule’—Herrnstein, 1961). That is,
their relative pecking rates exactly matched the relative
rates at which grain was delivered. When the sizes of
the deliveries were varied, relative pecking rates were
observed to match the sizes. When the effective peck
was followed by a delay before the reward, relative
pecking rates were in inverse proportion to those delays
(Chung & Herrnstein, 1967). This ‘matching law’ sug-
gested that if the design were changed so a single peck
was rewarded on each trial, the value of the reward
might also be inversely proportional to its delay—which
turned out to be the case. The curve that best describes
the value of a delayed reward as a function of its delay
is a hyperbola (Ainslie, 1975; Mazur, 1997), the most
important feature of which is that its rate of decline be-
comes less as delay increases. This function predicts that
subjects will reverse their preferences from a larger,
later (LL) reward to a smaller, sooner (SS) alternative
as the pair become closer. Nonhuman animals do so
(Ainslie & Herrnstein, 1981; Woolverton et al., 2007).
Human subjects did not show this pattern when small
amounts of money were delivered over the course of
an experimental session (Logue et al., 1986), but they
show it regularly if the reward is comfort, for instance,
relief from a loud noise (Navarick, 1982), or, more im-
portantly, if money rewards are offered not in minutes
but in weeks, months, or years (Green et al., 1994).
The pattern has been reported in scores of experiments
(Kirby, 1997; Frederick et al., 2002; Green et al., 2005).

Expected utility theory (EUT) assumes that an indi-
vidual’s motives remain consistent over time in the ab-
sence of new information—that is, that she will tend to
order her preferences in the future just as she does in
the present. EUT therefore disregards what hyperbolic
discounting predicts will be a fundamental human mis-
trust of future selves and all the consequences of that
mistrust. In EUT, an agent can stand apart from the
events of the moment and construct a preference that will
be good at all moments, in the absence of further informa-
tion. By contrast, with hyperbolic discounting, preference
is specific to themoment. An individual who derives pres-
ent satisfaction from the prospect of her future choices
will be threatened by the uncertainty of that prospect.

The most obvious consequence is a relationship of
limited warfare among successive motivational states.
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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An agent who wants to be able to make a plan that
steers close to SS rewards has to find ways to keep
her preference from temporarily changing—from im-
pulses. The early experiments demonstrated the pre-
dicted motivation to do this even in pigeons and rats,
which can learn committing devices whose only effect
is to forestall their own future reversals of preference
(Ainslie, 1974; Deluty et al., 1983). Economists have
since found examples of similar commitments in
long-term human economic behavior (Laibson, 1997)
and have explored them theoretically (O’Donoghue
& Rabin, 2001), but the usefulness of direct precom-
mitments in everyday life is limited.
Intertemporal Bargaining

The additive property of the relatively high tails of hy-
perbolic curves suggested a richer possibility for com-
mitment, intertemporal bargaining: When hyperbolic
but not exponential curves from a series of rewards
at various delays are added together, their relatively
high tails sum to produce more incentive to choose
the LL rewards against a series of SS alternatives than
does any single LL reward against its SS alternative
(Ainslie, 1975, 2001, 2005a, 2012). Thus, if a person
perceives her current choice as a test case of
whether she will choose LL or SS rewards in simi-
lar circumstances in the future, she will have more
incentive to choose the LL reward than if she does
not notice such a predictive implication. She faces
something like a repeated prisoner’s dilemma
against her own expected motivational states, and
the lines she finds to divide cooperation from
defection will define resolute intentions, what I
have called personal rules.

Economists Richard Thaler and Hirsh Shefrin pro-
posed a concept similar to personal rules by pointing
out that people govern their spending with mental ac-
counts (Thaler & Shefrin, 1981). Even though money
is fungible, people value it differently depending on con-
text. Thaler illustrated his proposal of mental accounting
with a story of having just won $300 in a football lottery
and facing the suggestion that he invest it to increase his
lifetime income by $20 a year (1990). The counterintui-
tive suggestion that he should put his football winnings
into a long-term investment rather than celebrating with
them demonstrated the functional existence of a mental
account, conceived as something like ‘not-too-big
windfalls’, that permitted nonsaving of this money,
but which also implied another account in which a
frivolous $300 expenditure would be forbidden. We
might ask why a senior economics professor would
Manage. Decis. Econ. (2015)
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feel joy at winning a tiny fraction of his salary to
begin with, considering that it did not much increase
his total assets. The obvious reason is that the
winning gave him an occasion to spend the money
frivolously, which a raise in salary of that much
would not have done.

But where does the value of such an occasion
come from? If accounts are a form of self-control,
what enforces them? Why not designate lots of pay-
ments as windfalls? The answer suggested by the
intertemporal bargaining hypothesis is that spending
a one-time windfall does not set a precedent for fu-
ture spending and so does not reduce the person’s
expectation of future self-control. That is, it does
not violate the tacit self-enforcing contract she has
made with her expected future selves. Thaler and
Shefrin were aware of the test case hypothesis and
of some form of discount curve whose rate declined
with delay (Shefrin & Thaler, 1978, pp. 4–5, 24–30)
but did not include either in the published article,
leaving the means of enforcing mental accounts un-
specified. Nevertheless, is clear that mental account-
ing represents an application of intertemporal
bargaining, with the accounts defended by the threat
of perceiving a lapse, just as with other examples of
willpower based on personal rules.

Summed discount curves from series of choices let
hyperbolic valuations approach consistent, exponen-
tially discounted ones, and within limits are sufficient
to enforce a personal rule to evaluate future options ac-
cording to bank rates (Ainslie, 1991). Nevertheless,
the economists who have focused on the preference re-
versal problem have generally been uncomfortable
with the shifting valuations as a function of time im-
plied by hyperbolic discount curves. Some have
modeled personal rules (Bénabou & Triole, 2004;
Ross et al., 2008), but most current theories of will-
power posit dualistic motivational systems to avoid
the implication of hyperbolic discount curves (Ross
is an exception; the others reviewed in Ainslie,
2012). Many authors have compromised by adopting
the ‘quasihyperbolic’ step function proposed by David
Laibson (1997). However, this accounts only for pref-
erence reversals caused by emotional (‘visceral’)
arousal and, I have argued, imperfectly for those
(Ainslie, 2010, 2012), which has limited their applica-
bility in sophisticated forms of self-control.
Unity of Choice

The latest development in the motivational analysis
of anomalies has been neuroimaging. BE is now
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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taken to include observations of the neural processes
that subtend motivation, although this field also has
its own name, neuroeconomics (Montague & Berns,
2002; Ross et al., 2008; Glimcher et al., 2009). The
results of real-time functional magnetic resonance
imaging of human brains and microelectrode studies
in animal brains has suggested that options learned
in different ways and at different ranges of delay
are evaluated by different brain processes. For in-
stance, choices with an imminent option might be
evaluated in lower brain centers than choices be-
tween long-term options (McClure et al., 2004). Or
the relationship of impulse and control might depend
on some process that assigns decision-making vari-
ously to Pavlovian, habitual, episodic, or goal-
directed systems (Rangel et al., 2008). Pavlovian
systems are thought of as automatic, habitual sys-
tems as learned by trial and error, episodic systems
as repeating the most salient past behavior (Lengyel
& Dayan, 2007; cf. the ‘availability heuristic’ of
Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), and goal-directed sys-
tems as based on the calculation of weighted proba-
bilities. However, as Rangel et al. point out, all
these response systems have to compete for expres-
sion in a common currency of value (Rangel et al.,
2008)—even the Pavlovian system, as I have long
argued (Ainslie & Engel, 1974). These can be called
systems to the extent that each is associated with
activity in, and connections between, different loca-
tions in the brain, and their functions can sometimes
be dissociated by injury (Bechara, 2004) or experiment
(Berridge, 2003), but in the intact organism, they are co-
ordinated (Kable & Glimcher, 2007). All final outputs
that are substitutable for one another must still compete
on a commensurable basis, the common dimension of
which is choosability (e.g., Montague & Berns,
2002), best called rewardingness. Dyscoordination
among valuation processes is not a usual cause of
inconsistent choice over time, but hyperbolic
discounting is. Thus game-theoretic solutions may
be more informative than studying the balance
among brain motivational centers, at least for the
foreseeable future.
THE COGNITIVE LEG

Simultaneously with the early behavioral research, and
independently, Kahneman and Tversky were discover-
ing a large variety of systematic errors that typical sub-
jects made in estimating the probability of events,
failing to appreciate randomness, regression to the
Manage. Decis. Econ. (2015)
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mean, bias by mental availability, and the influence of
experimenter suggestion, among others (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973; Kahneman et al., 1982). Kahneman
and Tversky soon began to study how cognitive framing
affects choices subjects make, a topic they named ‘pros-
pect theory’ (1979; Kahneman et al., 1982). They gave
subjects thought experiments exemplifying violations
of EUT.2 In the 1980s, this cognitive approach was also
given the name BE, because it confronted economics
with experimental findings. Ironically, it was part of a
movement against behaviorism in psychology.

The original rationale of behaviorism was to cure
psychology of the various philosophical assumptions
that had persisted from the introspective method and
that were leading to empirical dead ends (e.g., Titche-
ner, 1909/1926). The cogito of behaviorism might
have been, ‘I choose, therefore I prefer’, except that
behaviorists came to regard ‘prefer’ as introducing ex-
tra connotations—choice in a given context should it-
self be the endpoint of research—and the ‘I’ was too
small a sample from which to generalize (Skinner,
1938). Unfortunately, the useful discipline of seeing
what could be discovered by the manipulation of ex-
ternal contingencies morphed into a philosophical
stance—that mental processes are superfluous to the
explanation of choice, and indeed might be merely
epiphenomena (e.g., Rachlin, 1985). This was more
limiting in psychology than was the analogous norm
in economics, the ordinalism that was based entirely
on revealed preference (e.g., Robbins, 1935). Inevita-
bly, psychology had a paroxysm of revulsion at the en-
deavor to explain human choice without mental
constructs. In this ‘cognitive revolution’ (Gardner,
1985; Baars, 1986, pp. 4–10, 141–196), processes of
perceiving, imagining, reasoning, and generalizing
became the focus of psychology, while the behavioral
concepts of reward and motivation have been generally
avoided (see, e.g., Baumeister & Heatherton, 1996, and
my commentary, Ainslie, 1996) and sometimes
demonized (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 16; Silvia,
2001, p. 278). As so often happens, the revolution
went too far, for the highly developed behavioral
methodology for quantifying motivation is not anti-
thetical to mental models. On the contrary, it
provides them with a much needed unifying
construct—a mechanism by which cognitive pro-
cesses are selected, as I will argue.

A long list of anomalies in expressed preference have
now been described (Thaler 1992, Kahneman, 2003),
based mostly on how subjects frame their choices—os-
tensibly by cognitive predispositions that have not been
tested in competitions for utility. To some commentators,
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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they appear to be a ragbag with no unifying features, an
inadequate basis for a field of study. Richard Posner
responded to a review of them (Jolls et al., 1998) by writ-
ing that the proposed field of BE was just the set of
anomalies in EUT: ‘It is economics minus the assump-
tion that people are rational maximizers of their satisfac-
tions. Its relation to standard economics is thus a bit like
the relation of non-Euclidean to Euclidean geometry,
though with the important difference that non-Euclidean
geometry is as theoretically rigorous as Euclidean geom-
etry, whereas behavioral economics is… antitheoretical’
(Posner, 1998, p. 1552). ‘It would not be surprising if
many of these phenomena turned out to be unrelated to
each other, just as the set of things that are not edible
by man include stones, toadstools, thunderclaps, and
the Pythagorean theorem’ (Posner, 1998, p. 1560). How-
ever, in the rest of this article, I will suggest that they are
not as random as they seem and have much simpler
underpinnings.
ANOMALIES THAT ARE ARTIFACTS OF
PRESENTATION

The first way to simplify the array of anomalies is to
eliminate those that subjects themselves come to rec-
ognize as errors. I define errors as the preferences that
a subject will change after thinking about them. In
one famous example, subjects said that a hypothetical
social activist was more likely to be a feminist bank
teller than she was to be a bank teller tout simple. Even
Stanford undergraduates who had had statistics courses
committed the error in 36% of instances (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1983). However, subjects would obviously
not have persisted in that belief after having been
debriefed. If most subjects persist in a preference after
reflection, and especially after exposure to counterar-
guments, it should be considered robust. By this test,
many supposed anomalies are not robust phenomena,
even though they may demonstrate common heuristics
that people use in estimating the probability or value of
an outcome.

Gerd Gigenenzer has pointed out that an abstract pre-
sentation of such a choice to subjects often keeps them
from accessing perfectly sound logic that they have de-
veloped in more familiar contexts (Gigerenzer et al.,
2012). In one example, a simple Bayesian problem is
presented to sixth graders: 10% of people in a village
are liars, and 80% of the liars have red noses. The re-
maining 90% of the villagers tell the truth, and 10% of
those have red noses. What is the probability that a
given villager is a liar? No child got it right. But if the
Manage. Decis. Econ. (2015)
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problem was presented as ‘10 out of every 100 people
will lie, and of those, 8 have a red nose. Of the remain-
ing 90 people, 9 have a red nose’, 54% got it right. (The
corresponding numbers for Master of Business Admin-
istration students were 47% and 76%—Zhu &
Gigerenzer, 2006; see also Gigerenzer, 2005).

Many framing-type anomalies are those in which
few subjects can be imagined to persist after
debriefing, that is, on full reflection. By contrast, the
persistence of a framing effect despite exposure to log-
ical analysis, debriefing, counterarguments, or simple
rephrasing in familiar terminology suggests a robust
basis that needs explanation. We have seen how hy-
perbolic delay discounting demands modification of
EUT. But it makes this demand because of its own call
for maximization of discounted expected reward.
Where choice patterns fail to maximize exponentially
discounted utility and persist on reflection, we should
look at whether they fail to maximize hyperbolically
discounted utility, taking strategic responses to the hy-
perbolic curve into account.

Economist Colin Camerer suggested that 10 exam-
ples could be explained on the basis of two prospect the-
oretical principles,3 the asymmetric valuation of gains
and losses and the overweighting of very high and very
low probabilities (2004).Without contradicting his anal-
ysis, I will discuss a dozen examples that partially over-
lap his and suggest how they may be brought together
by the implications of hyperbolic delay discounting—
that is, how they represent reward maximizing by the
logic of either impulsiveness or impulse control.
ANOMALIES THAT WITHSTAND
REFLECTION

Four kinds of mechanism define four categories:

(A) Loss aversion, which may be an innately pre-
pared taste that evolved as an impulse control.

(B) Mental accounts formed by personal rules,
which are truce lines in intertemporal bargaining.

(C) Avoidance of guilt or regret, part of the over-
head of impulse control.

(D) Hedonic strategies for interpreting expecta-
tions so as to manipulate endogenous reward.
Anomalies that are based on Loss Aversion

Endowment Effect. People decline to sell a good
they own for a price they would not pay to buy the
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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same good—the endowment effect, first demonstrated
by economist Jack Knetsch by giving college students
either chocolate bars or coffee mugs and then offering
each group the other prize: Few members of either
group opted to trade (1989). This often replicated ef-
fect creates value in these small transactions that is
typically equal to almost the value again of the goods
to be traded (Novemsky and Kahneman, 2005, p.
124). By contrast, EUT calls it rational to assess re-
sources the same whether you might gain them or lose
them. However, such an attitude involves an obvious
danger, in that the resources you might gain are infi-
nite whereas what you have to lose is finite. Advice-
givers have often warned against weighing opportuni-
ties for gain equally with potential losses, for instance
in ‘A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush’ or
medicine’s Hippocratic rule, ‘First do no harm’. Evo-
lution itself seems to have introduced the same princi-
ple in the widespread instinct to defend territory
(Ardrey, 1966). For instance, inborn asymmetries give
elk extra incentive for guarding harems and motivate
dogs to guard ‘their’ turf. Evolution of dispositions
against the valuing of options without regard to own-
ership suggests that such valuing is maladaptive. In
people, this instinct is manifested in ‘the pain of pay-
ing’ (Prelec & Loewenstein, 1998), which among
other effects makes it prudent for governments to col-
lect taxes directly from payrolls, before citizens have
endowed the money with ownership.

An inborn readiness to endow possessions with ex-
tra value can create an impulse control problem in it-
self. The capacity to derive reward from ownership
is seen sometimes in an extreme form, ‘compulsive’
hoarding (Pertusa et al., 2010). Short of compulsion,
part of the pleasure of collecting objects depends on
the premium for ownership, but this pleasure puts
you at a disadvantage in the marketplace. The evolved
instinct to defend existing resources has created a
temptation that must be controlled in turn. For in-
stance, traders who buy collectables for resale have
to avoid feeling endowed with their goods (Haigh &
List, 2005). Novemsky and Kahneman say this is
merely a matter of intention—‘Goods that are ex-
changed as intended are not evaluated as losses’
(2005, p. 124). However, such intention is not casual
but entails the cost of resisting the temptation to en-
dow the goods. Conversely, once the goods are
endowed, people cannot disendow them by casually
shifting their intentions. Thus, the endowment effect
can be maladaptive in a market economy, but it ap-
pears to have deep roots as a way to prevent risk-
taking in just such free exchange.
Manage. Decis. Econ. (2015)
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Gain/Loss Asymmetry. Contrary to EUT, people
tend to value a potential gain less than the avoidance
of the same potential loss—gain/loss asymmetry
(Thaler, 1981). This case could be considered to be
an example of the endowment effect, but it is also
found between goods that we do not yet possess
(Carmon et al., 2003). Our powers of foresight lead
us to establish property in expectations, events that
we ‘count on’ and that we value over similar others.
This form of asymmetry seems to have arisen in evo-
lution as soon as foresight itself, which is found to a
significant degree only in the primates (deWaal,
2007, pp. 184–187): Psychologist M. Keith Chen
and colleagues showed Capuchin monkeys one apple
slice on one side of their cage and two apple slices
on the other, then had the monkeys choose a side.
Each side delivered two slices with a 50% chance
and one slice with a 50% chance. The monkeys
strongly preferred the side that displayed one slice
over the side that displayed two slices. That is, when
the odds for outcomes were the same, they preferred
getting pleasant surprises to getting unpleasant sur-
prises (Chen et al., 2006). In another experiment
where the monkeys received a sure one slice on either
side, they preferred the side on which a single slice
had been displayed over the side where two slices
had been displayed. Had the experimenters tried, they
could almost certainly have titrated this preference
against maximization of reward, perhaps finding indif-
ference between a 45% chance of pleasant surprise
against a 55% chance of unpleasant, suggesting a
source of reward beyond the apple slices themselves
(see Section on Preference for Delayed Reward).

In a related example, people say they would pay
more to prevent a future delivery from being delayed
to a later date than they would pay to speed up deliv-
ery from that date (Loewenstein, 1988). This case also
would seem to reflect an endowment of expectations.

Anomalies that are based on Mental
Accounts/Personal Rules

Some preference phenomena that have been called
anomalous are manifestations of the intertemporal
bargaining/mental accounting that I discussed earlier
in the text. They have been discussed in both the cog-
nitive and the motivational literature.

Less Thrift in Exceptional Cases. People’s willing-
ness to pay for a good goes up when they are on hol-
iday or when the good is attached to a larger
purchase. For example, Kahneman and Tversky’s sub-
jects reported a willingness to drive 20min to save $5
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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on a $15 purchase but not on a $125 purchase (1984).
But a personal rule not to waste money will seem im-
portant for small amounts only if those small amounts
are spent routinely so that they add up. If there is a fac-
tor that makes the choice at hand infrequent, for in-
stance, if it occurs on a vacation trip or is attached to
another purchase that cannot be made often because
it is large, the person can credibly claim an exception.

Borrowing to Protect Savings. People have been
regularly observed to pay high credit card interest
rather than spending money they already have. Thaler
gives the example of a couple who have saved
$15,000 toward a dream home and put in a money
market account at 10%. They then finance a new car
at 15% (1985—a time of rocketing inflation). Simi-
larly, people spend money they could be investing
rather than accept zero-interest loans. Such examples
show a willingness to incur costs to avoid violating
the boundaries of mental accounts, as Thaler himself
has argued. The theoretical need for hyperbolic dis-
count curves and consequent intertemporal bargaining
need arise only to account for how these boundaries
are enforced—by the test-case mechanism described
earlier in the text. Thaler has mentioned this mecha-
nism: He described a couple who can afford no more
than $20 a night on wine but could afford an occa-
sional $30 bottle of champagne. Such bottles would
be worth the $30 to them, ‘but they don’t trust them-
selves to resist the temptation to increase their wine
budget unreasonably if they break the $20 barrier’
(1999, p. 195). However, he did not relate this case
to the hyperbolic discount function. We would expect
people to be more rigid in maintaining the boundaries
of mental accounts—for instance, to avoid dipping
into an investment account to save credit card inter-
est—the more they were worried about self-control,
but this prediction has not been tested.

Cooperation in One-shot Games. In competitive
bargaining games, people often fail to maximize their
prospective outcomes (Henrich et al., 2005). The most
striking example of this is their tendency to cooperate
in one-shot prisoner’s dilemmas, similar public goods
games, and ultimatum games. This cooperation is called
an anomaly because the experimenter counts on sub-
jects having obeyed her instructions: to assume that their
moves will have no consequences outside of the one-
shot game. But adult subjects will certainly have formed
personal rules for private conduct in situations involving
sharing and trust. Even if no one else can see them doing
something selfish, they will see themselves doing it and
for the trifling rewards offered to experimental subjects
Manage. Decis. Econ. (2015)
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at that. Thus, they may not let the experimenter grant
them permission for an exception (Ainslie, 2005b).
Self-signals touching on character are apt to have high
stakes (Prelec & Bodner, 2003). Again, we would ex-
pect people for whom this had been an issue to be espe-
cially unwilling to play defector.

Magnitude Effect. People’s rate of discounting de-
layed money seems to be shallower the larger the
amount. Since the first studies of intertemporal
decision-making, subjects have reported more pa-
tience for LL options the higher the amounts under
consideration. In the first systematic study of human
discounting, Thaler’s student subjects reported declin-
ing discount rates with not only delay but also with
amount, for instance, going from 277% for a $30 prize
to 62% for a $3000 prize (1981). Ainslie and Haendel
found that hospital staff (mean age= 41) reported that
they would wait twice as long to double $1000 as to
double $10 (1983). Leonard Green and his collabora-
tors did the first quantitative study of the human dis-
count curve as a function of amount (Green et al.,
2004). They found decreasingly steep curves as index
amounts increased from $100 to $1000 and then
10,000, whether subjects had mean ages of 12, 20, or
68. Since then, this effect has been noted regularly,
with real money and hypothetical, to the extent that
Scholten and Read called it ‘the most robust anomaly
in intertemporal choice’ (2010, p. 927). However,
some recent experiments have found that subjects do
not discount smaller prizes at a greater rate but simply
subtract a fixed transaction cost from the value of de-
layed awards. Economists Jess Benhabib and col-
leagues asked subjects what amount of actual money
‘today’ would make them indifferent between that
and a reference amount, from $10 to $100, paid at
specified times from 3days to 6weeks (2010). Their
results suggested that subjects simply subtracted about
$4 from the value of any delayed award. Economists
Steffen Andersen and colleagues also offered actual
money for one of the subjects’ choices selected at ran-
dom (2011). They offered much larger reference
amounts—$300 and $600 (with Danish kroner worth
about 20 cents) at delays varying from 2weeks to
12months, and obtained discount rates lower than in
most experiments (median =5.5%). With the larger
amount only double the smaller, they still found
discounting for the smaller amount was half again as
great as for the larger amount (6.6% vs. 4.3%)—but
they reported that this difference disappeared when
the earlier option paid after 1month (a ‘front-end de-
lay’) instead of immediately, thus making transaction
costs of the two options equal.
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
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The notion of a fixed transaction cost for having to
collect money later is sensible but does not account for
the much larger magnitude effects found in earlier ex-
periments. And the Ainslie and Haendel experiment,
although crude, did use a front-end delay of 1week
(1983). An additional factor is supplied by Thaler
and Shefrin’s idea of mental accounts (1981), given
motivational force by intertemporal bargaining. Small
sums are pocket money, exempt from personal rules
for thrift, especially when they would be won in a
one-shot psychology experiment. As they become
larger, the rules are more apt to become salient—not
proportionately, but, being rules, on a threshold basis.
Accordingly, suggesting an investment context to sub-
jects, or giving options in interest rates rather than
amounts of money, produces exponential discounting
and eliminates the magnitude effect (Read et al.,
2011). Significantly, nonhumans, which presumably
do not engage in intertemporal bargaining, do not
show the magnitude effect (Green et al., 2004).
Anomalies that Avoid Guilt or Regret

Choice Aversion. In EUT, a wider choice is always
at least as valuable as a narrower one, but people are of-
ten happier with less choice (Schwartz et al., 2002).
The easiest explanation would be to say that choice en-
tails cognitive effort, which is costly in its own right.
But sheer computation is not effortful and is often
fun, as in puzzles. The effort of choice is not simply in-
formation processing, but the burden of facing conse-
quences with motivational weight, in particular the
risk of guilt and/or regret. The motivational constraints
that impose or lift guilt and regret have not been explic-
itly modeled, but hyperbolic discounting supplies a
suggestion for each. I have argued that guilt arises from
having violated a personal rule and obtains its force
from your lost expectation of future self-control in
the relevant area. To the extent you rule that you must
obtain full information before making choices, you are
vulnerable to the self-accusation that you did not delib-
erate enough. To do ‘what I’ve been doing’ bypasses
this issue. Significantly, people who resolve only to
satisfice—to choose the first adequate option—are less
averse to choosing (Schwartz et al., 2002).

Choices that do not test personal rules may still be
psychologically risky, but the risk is of regret rather
than guilt. I have argued that much of the pain of re-
gret arises from having to resist the urge to believe
in the counterfactual (‘if only…’), which would ex-
plain why regret is stronger the closer the counterfac-
tual is to the fact (Ainslie, 1985). The most strongly
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motivated example of the status quo bias is undoubt-
edly the norm among infantrymen not to trade duty
in combat patrols. The same logic would apply to trad-
ing lottery tickets, if there were any incentive to do so
—the wisdom of which is illustrated by the converse
case of a man who once did not play the lottery num-
ber he usually played: When he believed his habitual
number would have won £2.7m, he shot himself
(MacKinnon, 1995). With neither the patrols nor the
lottery tickets would there be an occasion for guilt,
as long as the starting odds were the same. But a
change in the status quo stands out as a focus for re-
gret, whereas passivity is part of the vast and poorly
defined set of your nonengagements with the world.

The details of intertemporal bargaining are hard to
study, but the effect of being in a choice situation itself
can be measured: Merely perceiving an SS/LL choice
changes the relative values of the options, in a way
that reduces the value of SS rewards: When subjects
anticipate individual (nonchosen) SS and LL rewards
for which they had previously expressed equal prefer-
ence, activity in brain reward centers is greater when
they expect the SS reward than when they expect the
LL reward (equal preference confirmed by posttest;
Luo et al., 2009). This finding implies that the process
of intertemporal choice itself depresses the relative
value of SS rewards.

Preference for Passivity. Among required choices,
people tend to value the more passive option. For in-
stance, people say that they would leave an inheritance
invested wherever it was when it arrived (Samuelson
& Zeckhauser, 1988). People show the same passivity
about choosing between auto insurance plans that do
and do not permit litigation—when Pennsylvania and
New Jersey offered the same choice, motorists over-
whelmingly chose the default option, even though it
was opposite in the two states (Johnson et al., 1993).
When maintaining the status quo requires activity,
subjects tend to passively let change happen, as shown
when subjects were given an experimental investment
option that had to be renewed, but without cost—most
subjects did not bother (XX). The distinction in this
kind of experiment is active choice versus passivity.
Passivity turns out to have an advantage, perhaps
because it avoids regret even better than actively pur-
suing the status quo.

Sunk Cost Fallacy. Investors commonly include
the amount they have already invested in an option
in the expected cost of switching to an alternative—
the sunk cost fallacy (Arkes & Blumer, 1985). In a
well-quantified example, stock traders irrationally
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
and is in the public domain in the USA
hold losing stocks longer than winning stocks (Odean,
1998). This phenomenon reveals something about the
attractiveness of passivity. The stocks in question have
already lost monetary value, but at least part of the he-
donic loss does not occur until, in the revealing termi-
nology of the market, it is ‘realized’. Realization of a
loss occasions immediate psychic punishment and is
accordingly deferred just as hyperbolic discounting
predicts. Why a somewhat arbitrary occasion should
have such power to punish (or reward) is another ques-
tion, which I will discuss in the next section.
Anomalies that Manipulate Endogenous Reward

Preference for Delayed Reward. In EUT, expected
value is the product of the probability an option will
become available and the value it will have when it be-
comes available. But people often choose to defer a
positive event—savor it (Loewenstein, 1987)—and
hasten a negative one to avoid dread (Berns et al.,
2006). People usually save dessert for last or opt for in-
creasing wages over the years when greater early
wages could be invested at interest (Loewenstein &
Prelec, 1993). But what are the properties of this kind
of incentive? Savoring seems to conjure additional re-
ward out of thin air; dread rewards attention at least,
luring you into intrusive thoughts that decrease net re-
ward (‘cowards die many times before their deaths…’).
Savoring requires imagination. This capacity is doubt-
less limited among nonhumans, although the Capuchin
monkeys in the experiments of Chen et al. may have
been deriving reward from the prospect of getting the
apple slices beyond what they would have gotten from
unexpected slices. But nonhumans have never been
observed to prefer delay of a reward without a compen-
satory increase in value and will choose to hasten pun-
ishment to reduce it only when the punishment will still
be distant (Deluty et al., 1983). Reward through imag-
ination probably comes from the large ‘default areas’
that characterize human brains (Buckner et al., 2008),
but this tells us nothing about its properties.

Preferences for sequences of reward vary among
people and among the kinds of goods in question
(Frederick & Loewenstein, 2008), which suggests that
they depend more on individual bookkeeping than on
the fixed properties of the goods themselves. The
value of expectations in EUT follows the behavioral
concept of secondary reward (Baum, 2005, 277–286)
—that is, as a soft currency that must be backed up
by the eventual delivery of hard currency in the form
of an external reward. This assumption makes some
sense, because otherwise you might be able to reward
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yourself at will, but on the other hand, many implied
explanations of common motives involve highly fan-
ciful chains of association, chains that somehow do
not extinguish despite years without leading to their
primary rewards. I have argued elsewhere that behav-
ioral science needs to make room for the concept that
nonpredictive information and even pure imagination
are sometimes rewarding in their own right, endoge-
nously, limited only by the person’s appetite for them
(Ainslie, 2013a). With hyperbolic discounting, this ap-
petite degenerates readily into daydreaming if satisfied
ad lib and must be built up by obstacles to its satisfac-
tion—generally, by gambles on outcomes. These gam-
bles can take the form of questions, puzzles, works of
fiction, or sports events, as well as aspirations that
have actual instrumental value. The occasions for en-
dogenous reward that such gambles define perform
best when they are singular—uncommon and standing
out from other potential occasions—and surprising—
not too predictable. Singularity is the same property
that makes a hand of cards valuable, or a visual pattern
interesting—its unusualness, or what some behavioral
psychologists have equated to its complexity (Berlyne,
1974) or information value (Garner, 1970). Outcomes
of a sports event will have descending singularity as
you go from watching a current championship game
in person to watching its broadcast, to the broadcast
of a regular current game, to a game already played
but which you have not seen, to the rebroadcast of a
game you have seen—singularity that is compounded
by the singularity of the events in the game. Further-
more, a team’s successes and failures will become in-
creasingly singular over the years you support it,
because they will stand out from the outcomes of
teams you have not supported or have not supported
for as long.

To the extent that your gambles restrict the gratifi-
cation of appetite to the right degree, they form con-
sumption capital. That is, they acquire what could be
called hedonic importance (as opposed to the instru-
mental kind), a property that grows with use much like
the endowment of ownership described in the Section
on Endowment Effect. Indeed, the factors that have
been reported to invite endowment entail singularity:
The endowment effect has been shown to be propor-
tional to the length of time a subject has owned the ob-
ject (Strahilevitz & Loewenstein, 1998); goods of
fixed value are not endowed, goods that are readily
substitutable for others are less endowed, a specific
option on a good not actually possessed can be
endowed, and designation of a finite purse that can
be used to buy goods makes the money itself endowed
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
and is in the public domain in the USA
(reviewed in Novemsky & Kahneman, 2005, who also
confirm that endowment builds with time of posses-
sion). Of course, singularity does not automatically
evoke endowment; you have to participate in giving
it meaning, just as you have to take an interest in card
games or pictures for them to occasion reward. The es-
thetic psychologist Michael Kubovy has pointed out
that the early esthetics of the Berlyne school erred in
making beauty a function of stimulus complexity,
whereas ‘complexity should be relevant to pleasures
of the mind only insofar as it contributes to the gener-
ation of emotions’ (1999, p. 142)—that is, insofar as
you have made it hedonically important. Thus, savor-
ing is the exemplar of a much wider reward-getting
strategy, potentially divorced from instrumental value
but not necessarily so (see next section).

Goal Setting. Recent articles on ‘goal setting’ have
explored people’s ability to designate criteria that will
occasion reward over a wide range of difficulties. Con-
trary to EUT, rewardingness does not depend on objec-
tive instrumentality but only on accepting an optimal
risk of failure (Koch & Nafziger, 2011). But this is ex-
actly the strategy for optimizing endogenous reward.

Actual accomplishment is usually a good source of
singularity. The stated object of goal setting is instru-
mental, and the process cannot grossly violate your
personal rules for testing reality without reducing the
singularity of your goals. But your ability to specify
what goals will reward you implies two potentially con-
flicting bases of reward—external and endogenous.
Your responsiveness to endogenous reward can parasit-
ize your criteria for getting external reward and in doing
so create incentives to bend rules for testing reality. The
resulting anomalies to EUT include clinging to ineffi-
cient but satisfying production methods, estimating the
value of tasks by their difficulty, and seeking riches by
casino gambling (discussed in Ainslie, 2013b).

Overvaluation of Improbable Outcomes. Contrary
to EUT, people value small changes in probability at
the extreme ends of the scale over larger changes
nearer the middle. Most famous is an example of Al-
lais’ paradox (Savage, 1954, pp. 102–104), which
has proven robust on reflection (Slovic & Tversky,
1974): Subjects are told to imagine they can draw a
ball from one of two urns. In both urns, 89 of 100 balls
pay $1m. But in urn A, the other balls are also worth
$1m, whereas in urn B, 10 balls are worth $5m and
1 ball is worth nothing. Subjects usually choose urn
A. Then, subjects are asked to make the same choice,
except that in both urns the 89 balls that used to be
worth $1m are worth nothing. Now the subjects
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choose B, which always had the greatest expected
value according to EUT. The difference is that in the
first choice, there was a single ball that was worth
nothing, while in the second choice, most were worth
nothing. The risk of drawing a worthless ball was
overvalued, but only when it was remote. Serious con-
sequences of this overvaluation include people’s ten-
dency to bet on long shots—lottery tickets (Cook &
Clotfelter, 1993) and unpromising race horses (Jullien
& Salanié, 2000), and, conversely, to buy insurance
for rare events such as dismemberment and public util-
ity failures (Cicchetti & Dubin, 1994). But to the ex-
tent that a person is controlling her imagination with
rules for testing reality, the categorical difference be-
tween ‘cannot’ and ‘might’ will overshadow straight-
forward proportionality. However small, a chance of
winning is still a real possibility, so savoring is not for-
bidden; with no chance, savoring is just another day-
dream. Conversely, a tiny chance that you will lose a
large sum of money means that you cannot rule out
the dread of it and thus might be vulnerable to urges
to panic. The hucksters who sell dismemberment in-
surance trade on the same threat with regard to having
legs cut off, Therefore, the assumption called into
question by the Allais paradox—that all percentage
points of risk are equally important—should not stand
the test of reflection and in fact does not.
COMMENT

To the extent that utility determines choice, it is
turning out to be a strict function of an integrated
network of brain reward centers, the operation of
which is just beginning to be understood. We can
visualize their location but little of their syntax.
Even without this syntax, the finding that the differ-
ent centers discount delayed reward in unison and
hyperbolically is moderately secure (Kable &
Glimcher, 2007). It suggests that, whatever cognitive
patterns are available to a person, her choices must
fit within the bounds of an intertemporal bargaining
model. The possibility of discerning the constraints
of singularity and surprisingness on endogenous re-
ward promises to bring the realm of imagination
within the bounds of this model, so cognition can
be understood as serving the maximization of
discounted expected reward. It is no more irrational
for a person to fit her choices to the needs of
intertemporal bargaining than for a nation to base
economic choices on the realities of political faction.
For an exponential discounter without intertemporal
Published 2015. This article is a U.S. Government work
and is in the public domain in the USA
factions, the aforementioned anomalies would be
pointless deviations from reward getting; but while
a hyperbolic discounter may still make mistakes,
there is no reason to say that any of these processes
are misguided.
NOTES

1. This material is the result of work supported with re-
sources and the use of facilities at the Department of Vet-
erans Affairs Medical Center, Coatesville, PA, USA. The
opinions expressed are not those of the Department of
Veterans Affairs or of the US Government. Many of the
references of which I was author or coauthor are down-
loadable from http://www.picoeconomics.org.

2. Some of these had been previously described under the
rubric of ‘behavioral decision-making’, for instance, the
failure of insurance-buying decisions to track expected
value (Slovic et al., 1977).

3. He actually named three, but his ‘reflection effect’ seems
to encompass his ‘loss aversion’.
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